OFFICE Hrs: To be announced in class

TEXT: See our blog (complex-analysis.blogspot.com).

GRADING: Homework 30 %
          Midterm 30 %
          Final  40 %

HOMEWORK: Homework will be assigned on Fridays and will be due to the following Friday. Particular problems will be suggested "as they come." You are encouraged to work on homework assignments in groups, your solutions must be written independently. It must be clear and intelligible, showing all of your work.

BLOG: Most of the important information concerning this course will be available at

          http://complex-analysis.blogspot.com

MAIN OBJECTIVES This is the first course in complex analysis and as such will develop the theory from scratch. Very little background will be assumed but curiosity and readiness to work will be expected. We shall concentrate on understanding the whys and wherefores behind the various phenomena. Geometry and visualization will be one of the main themes.